Abstract-The parallel watershed transformation used in gray scale image segmentation is reconsidered in this paper on the basis of the component labeling problem. The main idea is to break the sequentiality of the watershed transformation and to correctly delimit the extent of all connected components locally, on each processor, simultaneously. The internal fragmentation of the catchment basins, due to domain decomposition, into smaller subcomponents is ulteriorly solved by employing a global connected components operator. Therefore, in a pyramidal structure of master-slave processors, internal contours of adjacent subcomponents within the same component are hierarchically removed. Global final connected areas are efficiently obtained in log 2 N steps on a logical grid of N processors. Timings and segmentation results of the algorithm built on top of the Message Passing Interface (MPI) and tested on the Cray T3D are brought forward to justify the superiority of the novel design solution compared against previous implementations.
INTRODUCTION
HE watershed transformation [7] , [13] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [33] , [34] has been broadly studied in the frame of gray scale image segmentation. The method performs by labeling connected components-catchment basins-within an image. Watershed transformation has been used in several industrial, biomedical, and computer vision applications (see [5] , [6] , [17] , [23] , [31] ) where large images or sets of data are not uncommon. Although several trials have been previously made to parallelize watersheds (see [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] ), the task is far from being easy since the operation relies on the history of region growth. Various serial methodologies for computing catchment basins with zerowidth watershed lines [7] , [13] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [33] have been employed for the purpose of parallelization on MIMD computers (see [24] ). In each parallel approach, the image is distributed to a virtual grid of processors and partial results are produced by any of the watershed labeling techniques referred above. Considering the recursive nature of the watershed transformation, some parallel implementations choose to ignore the missing nonlocal data, produce incorrect subresults, and correct them based on the subresults from neighboring processors. Other implementations exploit only the local data on which they can properly operate and resume the computation as soon as the needed remote information becomes available. Both paradigms rely however on migrating data only between nearest neighboring processors. Since the correct result in one processor may depend on data encapsulated by nonadjacent processors, several iterations of computation and communication are performed until stabilization. Hence, data dependent parallel algorithms have emerged with limited control upon performance. However, the proposed algorithm reinforces the research focused on parallel watershed algorithms and improves upon both running time and scalability.
Although several software and hardware algorithms, experimental studies, and surveys on parallelization of various techniques for region growing and labeling of connected components in both binary and gray scale images can be found in the literature [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [8] , [9] , [11] , [12] , [14] , [18] , [19] , [32] , [35] , the proposed new parallel watershed algorithm is developed by regarding the watershed transformation as both a labeling of connected components-catchment basins-method and a region growing technique.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the serial watershed algorithm used as a basis for the parallel implementation proposed in Section 3. A complexity profile is sketched in Section 4. Finally, conclusions on the margin of timings collected for different images on the Cray T3D computer and comparisons with previous parallel implementations of watersheds are drawn in Section 5.
THE SEQUENTIAL WATERSHED ALGORITHM
The original serial watershed transformation for gray scale images (see [7] , [13] , [21] , [23] , [33] ) is a sequential operation. The algorithm starts by detecting and labeling initial seeds, e.g., minima of the gradient, which characterize regions of interest. The latter are defined as connected plateaus of pixels in the gradient image which do not have neighboring pixels of lower gray level (plateaus of minima). Starting from minima, ordered region growing is then performed. Thus, nonlabeled pixels are assimilated into different components in an increasing order of gray levels. Inside flat areas which are not yet labeled, called plateaus of nonminima, components progress synchronously, such that T they incorporate equal extents within the plateau. Consequently, a pixel on such a plateau is labeled along the shortest path, completely included in the plateau, to a lower downward brim of the plateau.
The recursive label propagation (flooding) is performed using an ordered queue which is an array of H FIFO queues, one queue for each of the H gray levels in the image. The ordered queue is initialized with pixels within plateaus of minima, detected in the first stage, which have nonlabeled neighboring pixels. A pixel of gray level h is inserted in the hth FIFO queue. The ordered queue is then parsed from the lowest gray level queue to the highest one. Pixels removed from the current FIFO queue, one at a time, assign their label to nonlabeled neighboring pixels of higher altitude and which are in turn inserted in the proper FIFO queue of the ordered queue. The FIFO order of serving candidate pixels within the same connected plateau ensures the synchronous breadth-first propagation of labels coming from different minima inside a plateau. When all FIFO queues have been emptied, each pixel in the image was appended to a single connected component, and the region growing procedure stops. The set of nonoverlapping connected components is a complete partition of the image and their labels depict the output image. Notice that unlike the watershed algorithm in [34] , the above flooding scheme does not construct watershed lines (zero-width watershed lines). Although several drawbacks of the algorithm have been pointed out in [13] , [33] , e.g., scanning order dependency, our aim is only to parallelize the serial algorithm and not to eliminate its shortcomings.
Flooding in a simple input image and its corresponding output labels are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Bold pixels in both images represent the seeds for region growing (regional minima). 
THE PARALLEL WATERSHED ALGORITHM
From the brief description in the previous section one can observe that watershed transformation performs recursively and the overall data access pattern is global. Global operations are generally tackled in MIMD implementations in a divide-and-conquer fashion. As in [2] , [14] , [19] , the image domain is divided into subdomains (blocks or slices) and intermediate labeling is performed within each subdomain. The boundary connectivity information between subimages is locally stored in a graph [2] or in an equivalence table [14] , [19] . More specifically, labels on each side of a common boundary between adjacent subimages and pertaining to the same component are retained as belonging to the same equivalence class. Final labels correspond to the connected components of the global graph obtained by combining all the local graphs. However, since the connected components operator is associative and without dependencies, that is, there is no order in which local results are computed, a reduction operation with a varying count of data from each processor and using the connected components operator solves the task efficiently [15] , [16] . Thus, if N is the number of processors, the global labels will be available at the root processor in log 2 N steps, regardless of the data complexity.
The most desirable solution for a scalable parallel algorithm is based on reduction operations. Therefore, our efforts are further concentrated on making this parallelization strategy applicable to watersheds. The recursive nature of the serial algorithm is broken as in other parallel approaches of the watershed transformation based on the property that flooding is ruled by a two-dimensional ordering relation. Thus, a pixel p gets a label from an immediate neighbor q of lowest gray level, if any. On nonminima plateaus, the lower distance given by the length of the shortest path, completely included in the plateau, to a lower border of the plateau (see also [23] ) imposes the propagation order. Accordingly, a pixel p within a plateau having the lower distance ¢ d , ¢ > d 1, receives its label from a neighboring pixel q with the lower distance ¢ -d 1. The flooding relation can be formulated in mathematical terms as follows. p q f (to be read p is flooded from q) if
f(.) stands for gray level, d(.) for lower distance, and N G (.) for the surrounding pattern of neighboring pixels. Let us remark that the above relations render the dual ordering of the serial flooding as designed in [7] , [21] , [23] . The validity of the two rules can be checked based on the gray level image in Fig. 1a , the lower distance image in Fig. 2 , and the output image in Fig. 1b . Note that in the lower distance image in Fig. 2 values are used for nonminima pixels which do not have lower neighboring pixels (except the marginal pixels of the plateaus they lie on and which have the lower distance 1). In Fig. 2 , M stands for a maximum value MAX_DIST (= •) used at the initialization of the lower distance image.
Let us use the notation (line, column, value) to describe any pixel, where (line, column) is the pixel location (lines are indexed from 1 (topmost) downward and columns from 1 (leftmost) to the right) and value the gray level, e.g., (0 ... 255). Then, pixel (5, 3, 11) in the input image takes label three according to (1) from its northeastern neighbor (4, 4, 7), while pixel (3, 9, 8) of lower distance five receives label two conforming to (2) from its northwestern neighbor (2, 8, 8) with lower distance four. Consequently, the global propagation of labels would enter a subimage through pixels p, within the subdomain edges, which have a predecessor q, according to the flooding relation, only in a neighboring subdomain. If each such pixel p is assigned a unique label and inserted in the ordered queue as when it would have been already reached by the agglomeration process, flooding performs as in the global transformation, but more labels are manipulated. The difference appears in the components crossing the boundaries of a subdomain, which have different labels in different processors. However, as emphasized above, consistent labels are computed by the reduction connected components operation. Note that flooding of shared plateaus of nonminima differs from the serial case. Thus, in order to compensate for the early insertion in the queue of edge pixels with nonlocal predecessors, the time stamp given by the lower distance is used, such that every pixel is labeled by its predecessor, according to the global precedence relation in (2) . This relation is however satisfied in the serial algorithm by the synchronous progression of the streams originating in different sources.
The novelty of the approach comes from two sources. The first is how local flooding in a processor can be performed to work independently from the rest of the processors, which increases also the data locality; and the second is how to combine the partial flooding results by a global reduction operation to considerably diminish the data dependency. In addition, the algorithm has a reduced software engineering cost. Indeed, it reuses the serial procedure of flooding based on the ordered queue and the sequential module for computing connected components.
As discussed above, the key problem is to explore each pixel p on the edges of a subdomain and determine its predecessor q according to the flooding relation. In order to check the local neighborhood for such marginal pixels, each subdomain is enlarged with a haul of one grid point-one line/column/point from the neighboring subdomain, if any. Otherwise, artificial pixels with arbitrarily chosen gray levels are introduced. Note that in the beginning, all pixels in the output subimages are labeled NARM (Not A Regional Minimum) and OUTBOARD in the haul. Thus, if a marginal pixel p has lower neighbors, checking whether it has a neighbor of the lowest gray level in the same subdomain is an easy task. If all these steepest neighbors are in adjacent subdomains, one of them, say q, is chosen as predecessor of p. The next available label is introduced for p, and the pair (p, q) is stored as being "the same" in the local boundary connectivity graph. Note that each processor assigns labels starting from zero. Let us consider a 2 ¥ 2 division into equally sized blocks of the same input image as before, mapped onto a logical grid of processors with row major indexing (see Fig. 3 ). For simplicity pixels will still be addressed as (line, column, value) where (line, column) are the global coordinates and value the gray level. The latter attribute will be omitted whenever the pixel location is the only significant information.
According to the above rule, pixel (7, 4, 9) and (7, 5, 11) in block (1, 0) have as predecessor pixel (6, 5, 7) in block (0, 0). Therefore, [ (7, 4) ; (6, 5) ] and [ (7, 5) ; (6, 5) ] are stored and (7, 4) and (7, 5) get unique labels in block (1, 0). Similarly, in block (1, 1), pixel (7, 6, 9) is preceded by (6, 5, 7) in block (0, 0) and (7, 7, 10) by (6, 6, 7) in block (0, 1). Consequently, [ (7, 6) ; (6, 5) ] and [ (7, 7) ; (6, 6) ] are stored and (7, 6) and (7, 7) are individually labeled.
If p is a local minimum (all neighbors are of higher altitude than p) it is just uniquely labeled. However, if p does not have any lower neighbors and even more, it has neighbors of the same gray level in adjacent subdomains, then p is on a shared plateau. After exploring the part of the plateau in the current subdomain, the plateau is classified as minimum if no lower surrounding pixels have been found. Otherwise, it is nonminimum and the lower distances were computed only with respect to the lower brims of the plateau within the same subdomain. Three cases of shared plateaus are illustrated in Fig. 4 . First, if the plateau has been detected as minimum in every subdomain where it spreads (the plateau in the middle in Fig. 4 or the plateau of altitude seven in Fig. 3 ), it was all over correctly shaped (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5a ), though not uniquely labeled (Y, R, S, T, D, L, M, N in Fig. 4) . A final unique label would emerge at the end of the linkage phase. Second, if the plateau has been detected in at least one processor as nonminimum, all the other parts should be marked alike, and the correct lower distances must be computed (see the snake-like shaded plateau on the left of Fig. 4 or the plateau of altitude eight in Fig. 3 . In the latter example, only the part of the plateau in block (0, 0) in Fig. 5a was appropriately detected as nonminimum). Finally, in the third case, the plateau was classified by all involved processors as nonminimum (the shaded elliptical plateau at the bottom of Fig. 4 ), but the lower distances were not computed according to the whole distributed set of lower surrounding pixels. In conclusion, computation of the lower distances for shared nonminima plateaus must be solved. These values are usually generated in a breadth-first scanning of the plateau. Starting from all surrounding lower pixels, waves drift iteratively inside the plateau. Pixels swept by a wave will set the lower distance at the time stamp of the wave, which is one initially, and increases by one at each iteration. The wave propagation stops when the plateau has been exhaustively flooded. One may remark again the recursive nature of the operation. Unfortunately, there is no way to break down the sequentiality. When all parts of the shared nonminima plateau have been explored, merging lower distance values of pixels on the common border of two adjacent subdomains is not possible by applying simple local operators or other mathematical manipulations. A surface may leave and reenter a subdomain several times, such that the global connectivity is locally invisible. Only by nearest neighboring interprocess communication can the final global lower distances be computed.
A regular grid-based communication pattern is used to exchange the lower distances of pixels within edges with neighboring processors. Iteratively, lower distances in every subdomain are corrected based on values of nonminima pixels from adjacent subdomains. More specifically, pixels in the edges of a subdomain update their lower distance according to the following relation:
where N G + stands for the nonlocal neighborhood replicated in the haul. In addition, if p turns into a nonminimum pixel due to the above correction (d(p) < MAX_DIST and label(p) π NARM), its label is also set back to NARM. Every edge pixel which modified its lower distance propagates the change inside the subdomain by a breadth-first scanning. In a similar manner as above,
, and the wave of change propagation is extended with q. Further-
The loop of communication and updating terminates when no changes occur in all processors. To detect this moment, each processor sets a local flag to signal whether any modification has occurred in its subdomain since the last communication step. A global reduction OR is then performed over all processors' flag, such that the result of the operation is available to all processors. Therefore, termination would occur when the global flag is OFF (no changes). The number of iterations performed until a steady state is reached is data dependent, but for the images we tested this value did not exceed three. However, we shall see in Section 4 in which cases the number of iterations reaches extreme limits and what are these values.
The label subimages are illustrated in Fig. 5 before and after lower distance correction (N stands for NARM).
Labels of edge pixels which turned back to NARM after the lower distance computation are eliminated from the range of used labels. The remaining labels are realigned, such that only consecutive values are used for labeling. In our example, this operation is effective only in block (0, 1) where label one will be set to zero.
Further on, every edge pixel p which has its predecessor q, according to (2) , in an adjacent subdomain is labeled and the pair (p, q) is stored in the local boundary connectivity graph. This is the case of pixels (1, 6) in block (0, 1), (7, 9) in block (1, 1), and (8, 5) in block (1, 0) (see Figs. 2, 3 , and 6a).
[ (1, 6) ; (1, 5) ], [(7, 9); (6, 10)], [(8, 5) ; (8, 6) ] are stored in the corresponding local boundary connectivity graphs.
So far, only pixels on the edges and on shared plateaus have been analyzed. Minima are further detected among pixels not yet visited. For internal nonminima plateaus, the lower distance is not computed since in such cases the ordered flooding ensures correct propagation of labels. Label values before and after detecting minima inside each block are shown in Fig. 6 . In order to have nonoverlapping ranges of labels in each processor, a local offset is globally computed based on the number L i of labels assigned in every processor. That is, for processor P 0 , the local label offset is zero, and for processor P s it is equal to the accumulated sum Gather and scatter operations are used to compute the prefixed sums at the master processor. In our example, the master gathers the local number of used labels LocalNoLabels = {5, 2, 4, 3} (count in Fig. 6b ) and computes and scatters down the local offsets LocalOffsets = {0, 5, 7, 11}. Relabeling is not performed in the image, but whenever label values need to be transferred to other processors correction with the local label offset is performed.
Before flooding, the ordered queue is initialized with all labeled pixels having nonlabeled pixels in their neighborhood. Flooding is then effected as in the sequential algorithm. Exceptions are those shared plateaus of nonminima, where flooding is performed such that a pixel with the lower distance ¢ d passes on its label only to those neighboring nonlabeled pixels with the lower distance ¢ + d 1. Otherwise, due to the early insertion of extra seeds, the global precedence relation given in (2) would not be satisfied. In the nonminima plateaus completely included in one subdomain, this relation is implicitly true due to the breadth-first scanning originating in all surrounding lower pixels of the plateau. The result of the flooding is shown in Fig. 7a, with Fig. 7b illustrating the image of absolute labels (the relative labels increased with the local label offset). After all subimages have been labeled, neighboring processors exchange pixel labels within corresponding edges. The content of each local boundary connectivity graph is then modified such that each pixel is replaced by its absolute label. Moreover, labels of shared minima are also included in the graph.
Let G i be the boundary connectivity graph of processor P i . In our example, the pixel locations stored so far in each graph are:
• G 0 = ∆,
• G 2 = {[ (7, 4) ; (6, 5) ], [ (7, 5) ; (6, 5) ], [(8, 5) ; (8, 6) ]}, and
• G 3 = {[ (7, 6) ; (6, 5) ], [ (7, 7) ; (6, 6) ], [(7, 9); (6, 10)]}.
Further on, by replacing in the graph pixel addresses with their labels and including also the connectivity information about shared minima (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 7b ), one gets: [7, 0] , [10, 13] , [8, 1] }, and
• G 3 = { [11, 0] , [12, 5] , [13, 6] }.
Connected components are computed locally as in [10] . Let us consider the array of edges (u, v), u > v sorted in decreasing order of u. A forest of trees is grown from the initial set of trees in which every label is a one node tree. Let us introduce the array GlobalParent to store for each label its parent in the global forest. Initially, GlobalParent[u] = u, "u. If Find(GlobalParent, u) is the operator which returns the parent of u with the path compression (nodes along the path are hooked directly on the root of the tree), and Union(GlobalParent, u, v) merges the trees containing u and v, then the sequential algorithm for a graph G works as follows.
ConnectedComp ConnectedCompo onents nents(
Thus, if G = (V, E), then there are |V| iterations to initialize the GlobalParent array, 2|E| Find operations, and at most |V| -1 Union calls. It is shown in [10] that implementation with both path compression and union by rank can be viewed as linear in (|V| + |E|). However, if each subdomain is k ¥ k sized, then its boundary connectivity graph has at most 4k -4 vertices and 4k edges; and hence, the complexity is O(k).
Local forests computed in the GlobalParent array are merged pairwise in log 2 N steps until the global forest results at the root processor (see [20, pp. 278-281] ). When merging two forests, for example B into A, every edge (u, v) OE B merges to A by ConnectedComponents(B, GlobalParent A ). GlobalParent A is used to show that information only about forest A has been already stored in the GlobalParent array. At this moment, all connected components are correctly detected and labeled with consecutive natural numbers starting from zero. The label subimages before and after relabeling are shown in Fig. 9 .
COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Let us consider a n ¥ n image distributed to N processors. Each block size is where n nmp i is the total number of nonminima pixels within shared plateaus in processor P i and 
( L is the total number of labels used). Thus, the total computational time is Table 1 . Additional results for some artificial images can be found in [24] . Notice that the measured times do not include data loading, distribution, coalescence, and saving. rithm outperforms the previous parallel implementations of the watershed transformation. For a brief comparison, additional running times are included in Table 2 for another two parallel watershed algorithms-based on the shortest paths computation [27] and the rainfalling simulation [25] -for image Lenna and Peppers. Both algorithms were implemented with Parallel Utility Library-Regular Decomposition (PUL-RD), which is a library built on top of MPI, and tested on the same Cray T3D computer as was the present algorithm.
Although the first two algorithms are data dependent, for these particular images it may be observed that the third algorithm based on the connected components runs much faster than the first two implementations. Moreover, let us compute the outperformance indicators OP i3 (N) = T i (N)/T 3 (N), where i = 1 refers to the shortest paths based algorithm, i = 2 the rainfalling simulation, and i = 3 the present algorithm, to compare the last algorithm (i = 3) with the previous existing ones (i = 1, 2). OP 13 and OP 23 are illustrated for both images in Fig. 12 . The outperformance curve is generally ascending, it starts from a value above two and reaches a sharp peak above six at 64 processors.
Another form of analyzing the outperformance is the ratio of the relative speedups: The ratio is greater than one, and it has a maximum of approximatively three at 64 processors. This latter characteristic shows that the third algorithm scales better, up to 64 processors compared to 32 for the other two algorithms. In conclusion, the merit of the algorithm based on connected components is that it improves both running time and speedup and it is loosely data dependent. Moreover, the current approach permits an attractive and efficient extension of the parallel algorithm to perform with the aid of markers [28] .
